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Abstract. In this paper, condensation for high steam energy in vertical annular channel was investigated.
Simulations were carried out to investigate the behaviour of condensation using FLUENT 14.5 in static
water and steam velocity 0.2ms -1. The results show that, the steam outer surface show rapid condensation
activity effect from the steam velocity. Due to this effect, further investigate may require to show
condensation behaviour with the various steam velocity.

1 Introduction
Nuclear Power Plant has multiple safety system to
ensure three basic system secure function such as
controlling the reactor, controlling the fuel and
containing the radiation[1].
Consequences of this awareness, proper study need
to be carrying out. Referring to the latest accident in the
nuclear power plant, such as Fukushima in 2011 will
give bad impression to the world wide scale. The main
concern for the public on the both either long term and
short term to the public health, environment and energy
policy and security of the neighbour country.
Safety factor is the most important factor need to
focus related to the nuclear reactor. Several factors need
to be main focus activity for example rector system and
structure and components. Reactor system is the main
agenda need to be focus for this study. That is strategies
to enhance safety for this RTP upgrading, refurbishment
of RTP primary cooling system, refurbishment of RTP
instrumentation and control, Neutronics & Thermal
Hydraulic Analysis, Ageing Management Program and
Quality Assurance.
Refurbishment of primary cooling system is the main
focus for this thesis. Cooling system is the most
important system in the nuclear reactor. The most
famous phenomena that related to the cooling system
failure are the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), where
dried liquid on the heating element cannot manage the
heat produce by the fuel rod. Radiation contamination
not only for safety issue but also affect to the
environmental regulation [2-4].
To overcome this issue, condensation in annular
channel is the correct prototype to simulate this safety
issue. To understand condensation phenomena in the
annular channel, all parameter that contribute to the

condensation need to analyse such as condensation heat
transfer coefficient, surface contact area and also need to
understand flow pattern involve in the particular
condition. Condensation also involve in the two-phase
phenomena. By understand properties in two-phase flow,
condensation can be determined more accurate.
The appreciative of heat transfer knowledge in
convection and conduction are compulsory to investigate
the nuclear reactor safety system. By looking the basic
knowledge of convection, Newton’s Law of Cooling,
Q ̇=hA(T_s-T_w)

(1)

where h = convection heat transfer ceoffcient, W/m2K ,
A = heat transfer surface area, m 2, Ts = temperature of
the surface, oC, Tw = temperature of the fluid sufficiently
far from the surface,oC.

2 Physical Model
The condensation model has been investigate
experimentally and computationally by many researchers
as pervious mentioned. Condensation is a complex field
in the heat transfer area. This area involve by two phase,
high steam energy (vapor) and liquid (water). The early
stages of the condensation phenomena were introduce by
Nusselt and the proposed the first theoretical solution to
solve heat transfer coefficient by assuming linear
temperature profile cross the laminar film thickness
liquid.
Condensation for the purpose in nuclear safety, these
phenomena mostly encounter inside the containment.
The behaviour inside containment, condensation
phenomena will change and directly affect the pressure,
temperature and local mixture concentration.
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Condensation in annular channel can be classified
into 2 main areas. Firstly, Direct Contact Condensation
(DCC) or Bubble Condensation, these phenomena
usually used to studies in the Nuclear Safety. Secondly,
condensation occurs on the surface (plate) usually used
to studies for heat exchanger. These two phenomena
occur in the same condensation situation.
Based on the statement above, the important of the
condensation need to be focus. Numerical method or
computational approaches currently become famous
nowadays to analyse phase change phenomena[5]. Many
researcher studies the condensation in high speed
velocity as steam plume condensation [6-9]. Steam
Injector (SI) is the passive system in nuclear reactor as a
secondary during emergency accident[10]. This article
will show the importance of the velocity that affected the
condensation in selected value.

2.1 Momentum Transfer Equation
A single momentum equation is solved throughout the
domain, and the resulting velocity field is shared among
the phases. The momentum equation, shown below, is
dependent on the volume fractions of all phases through
the properties and

(4)
where , and are the density, viscosity and velocity
of phase in the control volume, respectively.
The term on the right-hand side describe the force
acting on the element in the control volume. These are
the overall pressure gradient, the stresses, the
gravitational force and effect of an external body.
Generally speaking, the external body term consists of
interfacial forces such as lift, virtual mass forces, surface
tension, and etc.

3 Mathematical Models
In this research, Volume of Fraction (VOF) method
in Mathematical Model will be used to calculate the void
fraction of each fluid along the domain was tracked to
understand condensation behaviour [11]. Interface mass
transfer was tracked by using the thermal equilibrium
model. The governing equation of continuity,
momentum, energy and the interface model used are
presented in the following sections.

2.2 Energy Conservation
The energy equation also share among the phases, is
shown below

2.1 Mass Conservation Equation

(5)

The mass conservation equation describes the mass flux
ration into and out of a control volume and the
accumulation in a corresponding control volume. For the
qth phase, this equation has the following form:

The VOF models treat energy, and temperature, T,
as mass average variable.
2.3 Condensation Model
In this work, the phase change model, which is
describe the phase change induced by interphase heat
transfer of intrinsic flow, was simulated the condensation
model. The models only applicable to the phase change
in pure substance and consider heat transfer process on
each side of the phase model [12].
For the interfacial area is require to specified
volumetric heat transfer coefficient, and has the form

The volume fraction equation is not solving for the
primary phase and the primary-phase volume fraction is
computed based on the following constraints:

(3)

(6)
where (m) and are the mean diameter and volume
fraction of the high steam energy injected to the liquid
region, respectively.
Interfacial heat transfer coefficients are requiring
them to calculate the heat and mass transfer occur
between steam and water phases.

where

is the velocity of phase q and
is the volume
fraction of the qth phase.
is the mass transfer from
the phase p to the phase q. This term is very useful to
calculate condensation model in annular channel in
understanding void fraction of the high steam energy
(vapour).
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channel. The numerical approach need to be done to
analyse and understand the important of velocity towards
condensation in vertical orientation for upwards flow.
Even the simulation only carried out single situation, this
analyse only to understand the basic affect the velocity
towards the condensation.

3 Simulation Set-ups
Using the finite volume formulation, twodimensional simulation was carried out to model the
condensation behaviour of vapour in annular vertical

Figure 1: The schematic diagram of annular channel

The Figure 1 showed the annular channel as shown in
with fully dimensional.
The steam inlet was set for fully turbulent with the
velocity 20 ms-1 to show the competency the real
situation in the nuclear power plant. By using ANSYS
FLUENT 14.5, this solver supports the simulation of
multiphase flow. The solver also supports the
incompressible two phase flow with phase change using
VOF model. In order to support the condensation
phenomena, energy equation need to be used during this
simulation.
This simulation will be run for the 6 sec with the time
step size 0.01s. For

The SIMPLE algorithm was employed for pressurevelocity coupling and the implicit scheme was used in
the time discretization.
All the solution was considered to be fully
converged. Here the setting parameter for this simulation
shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Parameter used in FLUENT simulation
Inlet
Temperature
Tank
Velocity
Inlet
Temperature
(ms-1)
(oC)
(oC)
Vapor
20
400
Water
323.15
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4 Results and Discussion
To understand the behaviour of the condensation, the
temperature distribution will be used as indication to
understand these phenomena.

(a) t = 0.2s

(b) t = 0.4s

(c) t = 0.6s

(d) t = 0.8s

Figure 2: Contour of the void fraction for t = 0.2s, 0.4s, 0.6s, 0.8s
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(b) t = 0.4s

(a) t = 0.2s

(c) t = 0.6s

(d) t = 0.8s

Figure 3: Contour of the liquid velocity for t = 0.2s, 0.4s, 0.6s, 0.8s

Figure 4: Distribution of Mach number[13]

Figure 2 show the contour of the void fraction
for the time 0.2s, 0.4s, 0.6s and 0.8s. These figures show
the distribution of the vapour in the liquid region. The
boundary area in the figure is the region occur the
condensation in the annular channel. This is the
important part in this simulation for this analysis.
Figure 3 show the liquid velocity with the same
interval time 0.2s, 0.4s, 0.6s and 0.8s. The important of
this figure to show vapour trajectory in liquid. For this
case of moving liquid and vapour, slip velocity is
important to determine.

Figure 5: Recirculation Zone[13]
The importance of the velocity been done
before by Liu et. al [13]. This author shown that, the
velocity or Mach number have main contribution
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affected the condensation in two-phase flow. Phase
change phenomena depend on many parameters such as
Nusselt Number, Prandlt Number, viscosity and phase of
phase. This is main reason, this article to the importance
of velocity that need to focus in analysis heat transfer
coefficient or phase change phenomena as shown in
figure 4 and 5.
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